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Abstract: We develop a simple model of dynamic capital structure with real investment in presence

of corporate debt tax shields and bankruptcy costs. In each period, a �rm inherits an output price and

free cash �ow minus existing debt obligations before making investment and one-period net (of cash) debt

issue decisions, which pins down net equity issue. We provide closed-form solutions for investment, debt,

net equity issue, and the market value of equity. We point out that the priority of the principal over the

interest in bankruptcy leads to a debt ratio that is signi�cantly lower, and hence more reasonable, than

in the traditional trade-o¤ theory with perpetual debt. We also show that output price dynamics can

generate a negative correlation between investment and debt in place, a positive correlation between cash

�ow and investment, a correlation between pro�tability and leverage, and mean-reversion in leverage.

We show that debt ratios exhibit no persistence, and that they are non monotonic in the corporate

tax rate. We derive predictions on investment and capital structure dynamics over the business cycle.

We examine the e¤ect of capital accumulation and of an equity underwriting cost on our results. In

addition to being consistent with well-documented empirical regularities, our dynamic trade-o¤ model

is consistent with a pecking-order theory, and it is simple enough to embed and quantify agency issues.
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1 Introduction

Over the decades since the seminal work of Modigliani and Miller (1958, 1963), vast theoretical and

empirical literatures have developed trying to account for the observed simultaneous use of debt and

equity �nance by most �rms. An impressively lengthy list of theories have been proposed (Harris and

Raviv (1991)). But no consensus theory of corporate leverage has emerged. Many in corporate �nance

have expressed considerable dissatisfaction with this large number of scattered theories for which the

empirical relevance is sometimes unclear. As a result the traditional static trade-o¤ theory remains

prominent, and it is perhaps the most widely taught theory of capital structure. According to the static

trade-o¤ theory, leverage is determined by the balancing of the bene�ts of debt tax shields against

bankruptcy costs at the margin.1

However, it is widely believed that the trade-o¤ theory is not empirically reasonable. First, empirical

evidence indicates that the tax savings are large, while the direct bankruptcy costs seem low. Hence,

�rms appear to be signi�cantly underlevered compared to what the traditional approach to the static

trade-o¤theory predicts.2 The fact that direct bankruptcy costs are quantitatively inadequate to account

for the observed low corporate debt levels, is referred to as the capital structure puzzle. Second, the

trade-o¤ theory is believed to fall short of explaining empirical patterns such as the negative correlation

between pro�tability and leverage and the sensitivity of investment to cash �ow.3

In this paper we study the e¤ect of allowing for corporate investment decisions and a time-varying

environment, in an otherwise conventional trade-o¤ theory model. We provide a simple mulitperiod

analysis of the trade-o¤ theory, and thereby help to clarify how corporate �nancing and corporate

investment may be chosen in an environment where corporate taxes and bankruptcy costs are the only

departures from the Modigliani and Miller (1958) setting. Speci�cally, we develop a simple model where

in each period the �rm inherits an output price and free cash �ow minus debt (or, equivalently, a book

value of equity) before choosing investment, one-period debt minus cash, and net equity issue. We

1The �rst rigorous treatment of this theory is due to Kraus and Litzenberger (1973). There were many prior speculations
in the literature that such a theory could be developed. The traditional version of the static tradeo¤ theory trades o¤
corporate tax savings versus bankruptcy costs. Of course, alternative tradeo¤ theories exist. these involve trading o¤ other
considerations, such as agency costs. For simplicity of language we use the term tradeo¤ theory to refer to the traditional
tradeo¤ between corporate taxes and bankrutpcy costs.

2See, among many others, Miller (1977, 1988), Haugen and Senbet (1978), Kane, Marcus and MacDonald (1984),
Andrade and Kaplan (1998), and Graham (2000).

3For instance, the negative correlation between pro�tability and coverage is often interpreted as inconsistent with the
trade-o¤ theory: An increase in pro�tability is often expected to lead to an increase in potential gains from debt tax
shields and a decrease in bankruptcy costs, and hence an increase in leverage. See, among others, Myers (1984), Fama
and French (2000), and Frank and Goyal (2003).
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provide a closed-form solution for investment, debt and equity issues, and the market value of equity.

We point out that the resulting dynamic trade-o¤ theory with real investment is not quantitatively as

unreasonable as the static version of the model with perpetual debt and exogenous investment, and that

simple output price dynamics are su¢ cient to generate results that are consistent with the empirical

evidence discussed above.

Leverage may not be as unreasonable as it is usually argued in �nance textbooks because the tax

shields may be lost in bankruptcy. In our model, as in the US tax code (Zechner, 1990, Scholes and

Wolfson, 1992, Todres, 2001), principal is repaid before interest in bankruptcy. Hence, by choosing risky

debt, the �rm has to pay a high interest rate because the bankruptcy cost is based on on all its assets, and

because the risk involves the possibility of losing tax shields on assets that were otherwise �nanced with

internal �nance and safe debt. This is particularly important with a concave production function where

internal �nance and safe debt can �nance the most productive fraction of the investment. In addition,

leverage a¤ects real investment. When issuing risky debt is more costly than safe debt �nancing, the

�rm will invest less with risky debt �nancing than with safe debt �nancing.

When the output price process is time-invariant, investment and security issues are essentially in-

variant. When the autocorrelated price process follows a Markov chain, both investment and leverage

tend to increase with the previous realization of the output price, and hence with free cash �ow. The

correlation between the output price, and hence pro�tability, and leverage may be either positive or

negative, depending on the probability of drawing a high output price.

Our paper thus embeds at least three important features that much analysis of the trade-o¤ theory

has overlooked for simplicity. The �rst simpli�cation in existing papers is to assume that debt is

permanent. This implies that the �rm pays a perpetual coupon, but never repays principal. However,

maturity is often �nite, and �rms do have to repay principal. The di¤erence of the tax treatment of

principal and interest in bankruptcy needs to be included in an analysis of the trade-o¤ theory. The

second one, that follows directly from Modigliani and Miller (1958) and Fisher separation, is to assume

that investment is determined independently of how it is �nanced (Kraus and Litzenberger, 1973, Kim,

1978). Something similar is at work in much empirical work. For example Graham (2000) calculates

the tax bene�ts of debt by estimating how much the observed earnings before interest and taxes of the

�rm would have been worth at di¤erent levels of interest deductions. The problem with such analysis is
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that once we allow for distortions such as taxes and bankruptcy costs, the �rm�s investment decisions

will not remain invariant. At di¤erent levels of leverage, di¤erent investment levels will be justi�ed,

and therefore di¤erent levels of earnings before interest and taxes will be observed. In fact it is well

known (eg. Fama and French, 2000), that �rms with greater investment opportuntities tend to have less

leverage, which calls the independence assumption into question. More fundamentally, �nance textbooks

(e.g. Brealey and Myers 2000) explain that investment and �nancing decisions are independent (Fisher

separation) and that the value of the �rm is independent of its capital structure (Modigliani and Miller�s

Proposition 1) when capital markets are perfect, but that these two fundamental results do not generally

hold when introducing market frictions such as corporate taxes and bankruptcy costs.Whether one of

them is a reasonable approximation then needs to be checked. The third important simpli�cation is to

assume that the �rm will face the same environment at all times. This leads authors to give a �avor

of dynamics by essentially assuming that expected unlevered cash �ows will remain the same, and that

debt will essentially be perpetual with a constant, tax-deductible, coupon payment.

This paper is part of the growing dynamic capital structure literature. This literature can be broadly

thought of as organized in two categories. The �rst strand, which was pioneered by Fisher, Heinkel and

Zechner (1989), and which was followed by Leland (1994, 1998), focuses on recapitalization decisions and

the derivation of closed-form solutions to the pricing of corporate claims in continuous time models which

abstract from real investments decisions. This saves them from analyzing recapitalization problems

where existing claims a¤ect new investors�willingness to invest when �nancing a real side investment,

and thus the pricing of these claims. This leads them to abstract from an important cost of debt

�nancing. In an extreme case considering costless reorganization of capital structure implies that the

�rm should have as much debt as possible (Brennan and Schwartz (1984)). This would allow the �rm

to fully bene�t from tax shields without having to bear any bankruptcy cost. Indeed, these papers

typically require very high direct bankruptcy costs to generate capital structures which resemble those

of existing �rms. In addition, abstracting from real-side investment make it di¢ cult to combine these

models with standard corporate �nance issues such as interactions between real investment and capital

structure decisions.

Our paper belongs to the second category of dynamic capital structure papers that explicitly consider

the dynamics of real investment as well as capital structure decisions. As far as we know, existing papers
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in this literature all rely on numerical simulations. Mello and Pearsons (1992) and Mauer and Triantis

(1994), were the �rst papers to analyze the dynamics of capital structure with market imperfections,

but these papers focused on restricted real side investments opportunities, and they did not include the

tradeo¤ between tax shields and bankruptcy costs. Our model is thus more closely related to Moyen

(2004a,b) and Titman and Tsyplakov (2004), which both include corporate taxes and a bankruptcy

cost in models of dynamic capital structure with a standard production function. These papers focus

on a numerical measure of agency con�icts that are created by long-term (typically in�nite maturity)

debt: Risky long-term debt creates a potential debt-overhang problem (Myers, 1977) whereby �rms

underinvest as some bene�ts from investment are captured by debtholders. In our paper, this problem

is ruled out by short-term debt, and we focus instead on an explicit analysis of the role of taxes and

bankruptcy costs in a model with short-term debt.4 In contrast to these papers that both include

other features such as long-lived �xed assets without secondary markets and sophisticated output price

processes, we focus on a model that includes the most simple possible ingredients, such as (i) a price

process that follows a Markov chain, (ii) one-period debt that rules out con�icts of interest between

shareholders and debtholders, (iii) assets with a one-period maturity, or rental of physical assets, that

can be viewed as an approximation of perfect second-hand markets for long-term physical assets (the

only di¤erence coming from taxes), (iv) and interest and taxes that are paid within the period so that

after tax cash net of debt obligations or, equivalently, the book value of equity, emerges as the unique

endogenous state variable. Our simple structure enables us to include other features such as the priority

of principal over interest in bankruptcy (as in several tax codes), cash as a substitute of debt, and

optimal recapitalization, and to derive all our results analytically.5 This enables us to grasp an intuitive

understanding of the economic forces at stake. This also makes our setting simple enough to be extended

to the analysis of various corporate �nance issues, such as debt with di¤erent maturities, and agency

models, many of which include two states and a �nite horizon.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our model. In Section 3, we examine

the certainty case as a benchmark and we solve the repeated-model with identically and independently

4About 30% to 40% of American �rms�debt is short-term and most of it has to be repaid within a few years (Frank
and Goyal (2003a)).

5Following Leland (1994, 1998), Titman and Tsyplakov restrict recapitalization to be at each point of time a �xed
fraction of the debt due. Our paper is also related to a literature on real investment with exogenous �nancing constraints
and without bankruptcy (e.g. Gomes, 2001, and Hennessy and Whited, 2005). As Moyen and Titman and Tsyplakov,
they typically solve their model numerically.
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distributed output prices, which enables us to derive a static trade-o¤ theory model with real investment

and one-period debt. In Section 4, we solve the model with output prices that follow a Markov chain.

Section 5 discusses implications and extensions. Section 6 concludes. All proofs are contained in the

Appendix.

2 The Model

2.1 The Agents

A �rm is operated by a risk-neutral manager that maximises the market value of existing shares. The

�rm is initially endowed with a state of demand for output, p1 2 fpl; phg, with ph > pl, and an initial

amount of cash available to invest, c1, that can also be interpreted as the book value of equity. The

�rm can �nance its investment in each period internally and by raising outside �nance from a set of

risk-neutral investors. The new money may be raised in the form of debt or equity. The risk-neutral

investors can also invest in a bank account that pays a risk-free rate rf � 0. Since the market is risk

neutral, all types of investment must o¤er the same expected return. Let � denote the discount factor,

where 0 < � = 1
1+rf

< 1.

2.2 The Firm�s Decisions

In period t = 1; 2; :::, the �rm inherits an output price pt 2 fpl; phg and cash ct. Cash ct equals the

book value of assets at the end of period t � 1, at, minus debt obligations. We assume that the �rm

must repay its debt obligation, i.e. debt obligations are repaid automatically whenever there is money

available, and meeting these obligations is not a decision.6 We denote by St = (pt; ct) the vector of

these state variables. For convenience, we will use the superscripts l and h to describe variables when

the inherited price is low and high, respectively.

At the same time as it repays debt, the �rm simultaneously chooses an investment it � 0, a debt

level bt, and the amount of new equity to issue et. Debt bt is net of cash and it is not restricted to be

positive. Cash is a substitute for debt as it can be used to �nance investment and pay dividend �et,

and the rate of return rf and corporate tax Tc on cash are the same interest rate and tax deductions

that apply to safe debt.

6We thus abstract from strategic debt service issues considered in Mella-Barral and Perraudin (1998). Arguably,
strategic debt service would increase the cost of debt �nancing, and hence favor equity �nancing.
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The state of demand for the �rm�s output is revealed at the end of the period, i.e. at time (t+ 1)�.

This is the only source of uncertainty in the model. Output price is denoted by pt+1 2 fpl; ph > plg.

The probability of being in the high state at time (t + 1)� is denoted by �(pt). Output prices are

assumed to follow a Markov chain.

�(ph) = Pr(pt+1 = phjpt = ph) = �h (1)

�(pl) = Pr(pt+1 = phjpt = pl) = �l < �h (2)

Once the output price is realized, investment it generates a gross output pt+1i

t , 0 <  < 1. Gross

output is used immediately to pay both interest, rtbt, and taxes xt+1. It is then common knowledge

whether the �rm will be able to repay the debt at the start of the next period, so bankruptcy is

determined immediately after the output price is realized. 7 . The bankruptcy procedure is explained in

the next subsection.

Although we focus on the in�nite-horizon model, we also solve a �nite horizon version of the model

in the case where �l = �h, and we then let the horizon tend to in�nity. In the �nite horizon model, the

model ends at T + 1. At this date the �rm inherits output price pT+1, cash net of existing debt claims

cT+1, and it pays a �nal dividend to the shareholders unless cT+1 is lower than debt claims.

2.3 Capital Market Imperfections

The �rm faces the following capital market imperfections.

� The �rm must pay corporate tax xt+1. Whenever the �rm can repay its claims in full, the total

after-tax cash, or the book value of assets, will be at+1 = pt+1i

t � rtbt � xt+1. We assume

that interest payments and taxes are collected at the end of the period rather than with a one

period lag. This simpli�es the algebra because it reduces the number of state variables that

we need to track. The magnitude of xt+1 is determined by the corporate tax rate Tc which is

payable at the end of each period. Both investment and interest payments are tax-deductible. We

allow the tax schedule to be linear and to include a �rst-order approximation for tax carry-backs

7For simplicity, we assume that if the �rm�s gross output is not high enough to pay interest, the �rm can costlessly
pay interest by overdrawing its bank account from date (T + 1)� to (T + 1): However, bankruptcy is costly if the �rm
is unable to pay all its obligations (including a potential overdraft) at time (T + 1). Modeling interest payments at time
(T + 1) requires to have interest payments as a state variable with minimal e¤ects on our results.
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and carry-forwards. Whenever the �rm can repay its claim in full, the �rm�s tax liabilities are

xt+1 = [pt+1i

t � it � rtbt]Tc, and the book value of assets can be written

at+1 = f j(it)� (1� Tc)rtbt (3)

with ft+1(it) = (1� Tc)pt+1it + Tcit (4)

where ft+1, is the free cash �ow function. Note that at+1 can also be interpreted as the book value

of assets.

� There is a direct bankruptcy cost. Once the state of nature at time (t + 1)� is revealed, it is

known whether the �rm is bankrupt. If the �rm defaults on (1+rt)bt then a fraction k of the book

value of assets at+1 is dissipated, and debt payments are not tax deductible. This assumption

is consistent with the US tax code whereby in bankruptcy principal is repaid before interest

(Zechner, 1990, Todres, 2001).8 The entire after-tax amount, ft+1(it), goes to creditors.9 One

possible interpretation for this is that the �rm�s assets are sold by creditors for its book value.10 ;11

Bankruptcy cost k > 0 can be interpreted as the proportion of the book value of assets that is

eaten by the lawyers, advisors, and other costs associated with a formal bankruptcy procedure, or

by costly out-of-court sale of the �rm in which creditors have limited bargaining power with the

buyers.

The �rm does not default as long as its existing debt claims, bt, and investment it+1 can be repaid

with internal funds as well as debt and equity issues, at+1 + (bt+1 + et+1): Since debt and equity are

issued at fair price, this condition is equivalent to having a positive market value of existing equity,

8The reorganization of the claims of bankrupt �rms may lead to limited tax deductions, especially in presence of long-
term debt (Scholes and Wolfson, 1992, p. 568-70, and Todres, 2001). In our model, debt is short-term, and bankruptcy
occurs in one point of time, so we can ignore these issues.

9We voluntarily abstract from deviations from absolute priority to estimate the traditional tradeo¤ theory. It is possible
to extend our setting to the case where the creditors get a fraction �; 0 < � < 1; of the �rm�s value, where � re�ects
the idea that the creditors may not have all bargaining power during reorganization. This would permit us to take into
account the empirical observations that there are deviations from absolute priority (Weiss (1990)).
10While bankruptcy costs are often measured as a fraction of the value of the �rm, there is no clear evidence of their

functional form. The fact that bankruptcy costs are signi�cantly higher for small �rms than for large �rms suggests that
these costs have a high �xed component. Our results would hold for other cost speci�cations such as a �xed cost plus a
fraction of the value of the shortfall.
11Our approach to bankruptcy can be interpreted either as liquidation and �rm exit, or as reorganization as a form of

bargaining with outside parties, e.g. workers and trade partners, that have all bargaining power. Asymmetric information
(Fudenberg and Tirole, 1983), coordination problems among creditors (Bolton and Scharfstein, 1996) and commitment
problems during renegotiation (Bhattacharya and Faure-Grimaud, 2000) create a renegotiation cost that may generate
ine¢ ciencies. In the US more than 50% of bankrupt �rms are liquidated, and the assets are often liquidated at a low price
(Franks and Torous, 1994, Gilson, John, and Lang, 1990, and Shleifer and Vishny, 1992).
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Vt+1(St+1). Our setting ensures that default occurs when the value of equity under the current capital

structure is negative, which implies that the creditor does not recover its claims fully.

The following table describes how our variables would �t in a simpli�ed �nancial statement.

Table 1: Examples of �nancial statement equivalents of the variables.
Variable Financial statement
pt+1i


t Sales

it Cost of sales
pt+1i


t � it EBIT

pt+1i

t � it � rtbt EBT

xt+1 Taxes
at+1 � it Net income

at+1 Book value of assets
bt Debt liabilites
ct+1 book value of equity

2.4 The Firm�s Problem

We start with the cash �ow identity (cash in = cash out). The identity says that in period t the �rm

inherits net resources ct from the previous period, may raise further funds in the form of debt bt and

equity et, and then invests it. In other words, investment it is �nanced by internal �nance, debt issues,

and equity issues. This can be written as

it = ct + bt + et (5)

This equation pins down the dividend �et as a function of the other variables. The �rm can use

the assets in place left after debt payments, new debt, and new equity to �nance its investment. Our

setting also captures the idea that for the �rm to invest, it needs to repay existing debt.

The �rm can �nance its investment by issuing securities from investors who require a rate of return

which is at least equal to the risk-free rate. We assume that �nancial markets are perfectly competitive,

so that the investors only get an expected risk of return equal to the risk-free rate.

The actual repayment that debtholders will receive in period t + 1 for the debt that was issued in

period t, Rt+1(bt); can be written12

12 In our setting, the �rm never issues debt that leads to default in both states of nature. This is because such debt
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Rt+1(bt) =

�
(1 + rt)bt if Vt+1(St+1) � 0
(1� k)ft+1(it) otherwise

(6)

Equation (6) means that the new debtholders in period t will be repaid in full if there is no default,

and that they will obtain the entire remaining book value of the �rm, that is free cash �ows, after

default. Equation (6) can be used to determine the interest rate rt that investors will demand in order

to obtain the required rate of return rf . There are two possible ranges of debt.

� Safe debt: bt � bst , where b
s
t is the highest debt level such that both Vt+1(S

h
t+1) � 0 and

Vt+1(S
l
t+1) � 0: Since, after a low realization of the output price, both the total after-tax cash

available and the probability of having a high output price next period are lower, Vt+1(Slt+1) <

Vt+1(S
h
t+1). In that range, rt = rf .

� Risky debt: bt is such that Vt+1(Slt+1) < 0 and Vt+1(Sht+1) � 0. In this case, it is expected that

the �rm will default on its debt obligation in the low state, but not in the high state. Then in

order for the investor to get an expected rate of return rf she will demand an interest rate rt that

satis�es

(1 + rf )bt = �(pt)(1 + rt)bt + (1� �(pt))(1� k)[(1� Tc)plit + Tcit]: (7)

which solves for

rtbt =
1

�(pt)

�
(1 + rf � �(pt))bt � (1� �(pt))(1� k)f l(it)

�
(8)

The maximum debt level in this range is such that Vt+1(Sht+1) = 0.
13

Hence, bst � bht , bht is the maximum amount of debt. We distinguish among the two ranges considered

above by de�ning �fbt�bsg (resp. �fbs<bt�bhg) an indicator that equals 1 if bt � b
s (resp. fbs < bt � bh)

and 0 otherwise.

The terms of the equity issue are given by

et = �t+1�
n
�fbt�bstg[�(pt)Vt+1(S

h
t+1) + (1� �(pt))Vt+1(Slt+1)] + �fbst<bt�bht g�(pt)Vt+1(S

h
t+1)

o
(9)

would generate no tax shields while leading the �rm to bear bankruptcy costs in both states.
13We assume that k is small enough to ensure that the maximum amount of risky debt is higher than bs(iT ). Otherwise,

the �rm never issues risky debt.
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Equation (9) indicates that a gross amount et can be issued against a fraction �t+1 of the expected

market value of equity as of the start of period t + 1. The amount of equity issued has to satisfy

�t+1 � 1:

The �rm has to be able to �nance its investment with ct+1 and with debt and equity that are

subject to the bounds described above. Given that debt and equity are issued at fair price, the budget

constraint on investment boils down to it � imaxt = max it s.t. Vt(St) � 0. It appears that this constraint

is equivalent to the non-bankruptcy condition. This simple outcome relies on the assumption that debt

has a one-period maturity.

We denote

f j(it) = (1� Tc)pjit + Tcit; j = l; h (10)

�s =
1

1 + rf (1� Tc)
, �rt =

1

1 + rt(1� Tc)
(11)

where f j(it) can be interpreted as the unlevered cash with output price pj , and �
s is the discount factor

on safe debt with a corporate tax deduction rfTc on interest payments.

The �rm�s objective is to maximize the sum of discounted dividends to existing shareholders in each

period. Since et is issued at fair price, the �rm�s problem can be written

Vt(St) = max
(it;bt)

ct � it + bt + �
�
�fbt�bstg[�(pt)Vt+1(S

h
t+1) + (1� �(pt))Vt+1(Slt+1)]

+�fbst<bt�bht g�(pt)Vt+1(S
h
t+1)

�
(12)

s.t.

bst = �s[f l(it) + Vt+1(pl; 0)] (13)

brt = �rt [f
h(it) + Vt+1(ph; 0)] (14)

Slt+1 = fpl; f l(it)� [1 + rf (1� Tc)]btg (15)

Sht+1 =

�
fph; fh(it)� [1 + rf (1� Tc)]btg if bt � bst�
ph; f

h(it)� [1 + rt(1� Tc)]bt
	

if bst < bt � brt
(16)

Since the value function is linear in ct, bst and b
r
t can be simply written as a function of Vt+1(pl; 0)

and Vt+1(ph; 0). The maximum safe debt level is obtained by substituting Slt+1 into Vt+1(S
l
t+1) and by

writing Vt+1(Slt+1) = 0. The value of safe debt equals the present value of the expected unlevered cash

�ows when the output price in period t+ 1 is low, discounted at rf (1� Tc). The maximum risky debt
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level is obtained by substituting Sht+1 into Vt+1(S
h
t+1) and by writing Vt+1(S

h
t+1) = 0. The value of risky

debt equals the present value of the unlevered cash �ows when the output price in period t+ 1 is high,

discounted at rt(1 � Tc). The state-transition equation is obtained by writing that ct+1 = at+1 � bt,

with rt = rf in the safe debt case, and by substituting (??) into ct+1 = at+1 � bt when the debt issued

is risky.14 We assume that V1(S1) � 0.

3 The Static Trade-O¤Theory of Capital Structure

In this section, we solve the model with identically and independently distributed output prices: �h =

�l = �. This enables us to consider an in�nitely repeated model that resembles the traditional approach

to the static tradeo¤ theory, except for at least two ingredients: First, debt is one-period debt that is

rolled-over every period rather than debt with in�nite maturity. Second, the �rm explicitly chooses both

real investment and capital structure in each period, and it considers explicitly the costs and bene�ts

of a marginal increase in leverage.15

3.1 Financial Decisions Under Certainty

As a benchmark, we �rst solve the certainty case. Denoting the state of demand by p, we obtain the

following result:

Proposition 1 The �rm always invests a constant optimal level it = [�p]
1

1� . The �rm borrows in

period 1 against the total value of the �rm, and debt is rolled over in each period. The �rm pays in

period 1 a dividend equal to the entire value of equity

V1(c1) = c1 � [�p]
1

1� + b1

with b1 =
�s(1� Tc)[p [�p]


1� � [�p]

1
1� ]

rf (1� Tc)
:

The �rm never pays any subsequent dividend and never issues any equity.

Proof: See Appendix.

The intuition for this is simple. When choosing its capital structure, the �rm cares about the e¤ect

of capital structure on the equity value. Debt is a cheaper way to �nance an investment than equity

14We assume that k is small enough to ensure that the maximum amount of risky debt is higher than bs(iT ). Otherwise,
the �rm never issues risky debt.
15The proofs of the Propositions in this section are made by considering the �nite horizon model, and by letting the

�nal period T go to in�nity.
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because it provides the �rm with tax deductions in the next period, and since all subsequent decisions

are made under certainty, debt claims can be adjusted in each period to avoid any bankruptcy cost.

An optimal investment level is such that the marginal value of investment when producing output

equals the marginal cost of investment, which is 1 + rf (1 � Tc). The tax deductibility of investment

does provide a subsidy for investment. The value of investment is further augmented by the fact that

the debt level and the corresponding debt tax shield are higher. The �rm�s cost of debt is rf (1�Tc) for

any debt level lower than the value of the �rm. The �rm is thus better o¤ increasing its debt level up

to the value of the �rm.

Hence, a leverage ratio lower than 100%, default, regular dividend payments, and seasoned equity

issues cannot be observed in an environment without uncertainty.

3.2 The Static Trade-O¤ Theory with One-Period Debt and Real Invest-
ment

We now examine investment and leverage decisions in the case where �h = �l = �. We denote �r = �rt ,

and

h(i) = �(1� Tc)�(ph � pl)i (17)

Proposition 2 The �rm chooses either constant investment and maximum safe debt fis; bsg or constant

investment and maximum risky debt fir; brg, with

is = f� [pl + (1� �rfTc)�(ph � pl)]g
1

1� (18)

ir =

�

[�ph + (1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)pl]
(1 + rf )� (1� �)(1� k)Tc

� 1
1�

(19)

With safe debt �nancing, the �rm pays out a dividend (1 � Tc)(ph � pl)is T (resp. 0) after high (resp.

low) realizations of the output price. With risky debt �nancing, the �rm pays out a dividend equal to

the value of equity in period 1, and then it rolls over debt until the �rm goes bankrupt following a low

realization of the output price. The market value of equity can be written as the sum of book value of

equity and the value of growth options:

V1(c1) = c1 +maxf
1

(1� �s) [�i
s + h(is) + �sf l(is)];

1

(1� �r) [�i
r + �rfh(ir)]g

The �rm faces the same environment every period, which leads to stationary investment and new

debt issues. Absent taxes and bankruptcy costs, the investment and the �nancing decisions would be

13



independent, and capital structure and dividend policy would not a¤ect the value of the �rm. The

investment would only depend on the expected output price and the riskfree rate. In our setting, there

is an endogenous departure from the perfect market environment. This is because the costs of equity

and risky debt are di¤erent from the cost of safe debt and/or internal �nancing. Investment depends

on the range of debt issued, as debt a¤ects both the bene�ts and the costs of investing. In this simple

departure from Fisher separation, investment decisions and new debt issues are independent of cT . This

is because as long as the value of the �rm is positive, once the range of new debt issued is chosen, the

�rm can costlessly issue equity as a perfect substitute of inherited cash.

Risk-free debt comes with the tax shield, and does not entail any bankruptcy or issuing cost. Issuing

safe debt costs rf (1� Tc): When the �rm chooses safe debt �nancing, it is always better o¤ issuing the

maximum amount of safe debt and either pay out as a dividend the amount that is not used to invest

or, if internal �nance plus safe debt are not su¢ cient to �nance investment, issue equity to �nance the

remaining part of the investment. The �rm is better o¤ borrowing one more dollar of safe debt since it

increases current dividend by one dollar at a cost of (1+ rf (1�Tc)), which is less than (1+ rf ). Hence,

the value of the �rm with safe debt �nancing equals the value of equity discounted at rf plus the value

of debt discounted at rf (1� Tc). Similarly, when pl < 0, bsT may be negative, i.e. the �rm then keeps

the minimum amount of cash to avoid default in the low state.

In contrast, the �rm may be tempted to issue risky debt in order to bene�t from higher tax shields.

These higher tax shields would increase the value of investment and lead to a higher dividend in period

1, at a cost of not having a dividend in subsequent periods. This comes at the cost of bankruptcy in the

low state. This cost is a fraction of all assets, plus lost growth options. The bankruptcy cost increases

the interest rate required by the creditor, and hence it leads to a decrease in investment. Overall,

investment with risky debt may be either higher or lower than unconstrained investment �nanced with

safe debt. When the �rm issues risky debt, it always issues the maximum amount of risky debt as well.

The reason is that an increase in debt in this range increases the bene�t of the tax shields more than it

a¤ects the discount rate rt(1� Tc). With risky debt, the discount rate is rt(1� Tc).

Proposition 3 Real investment with risky debt is more likely to be higher than investment with safe

debt as ph � pl increases, and pl and k decrease. The di¤erence ir � is �rst increases, then decreases in

� and Tc.
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The higher ph � pl, and the lower pl and k, the more attractive risky debt relative to safe debt.

Interestingly, the attractiveness of one regime over the other is not monotonic in � and in Tc. When the

corporate tax rate increases, the value of additional tax shields also increases, which in turn increases

investment. But the sum that creditors obtain after default decreases. The loss of tax shields in

bankruptcy leads them to charge a higher interest rate, which a¤ects investment negatively.

The result of Proposition 3 suggests that traditional empirical analyses that focus on simple com-

parative statics arguments with the tax rate may rely on results that are not as obvious as previously

stated. For instance, the loss of tax shields in bankruptcy implies that the fact that the leverage ratios

have not changed much following changes in corporate tax rates (e.g., the 1986 Tax Reform Act) may

not be entirely inconsistent with the trade-o¤ theory.

This stationary setting is su¢ cient to highlight the role played by the non-deductibility of interest

payments: The loss of tax shields in bankruptcy prompts creditors to require a higher interest rate, which

decreases the bene�ts of risky debt �nancing. The stationary setting is also su¢ cient to shed light on

one simple e¤ect to explain the negative correlation between pro�tability and leverage: An increase in

ct has no e¤ect on the dollar value of new debt bt, but it decreases leverage ratios mechanically, and

more so when the denominator includes the book value of equity than when it includes the market value

of equity. This mechanical e¤ect only implies that the negative correlation between pro�tability and

leverage ratios is consistent with the trade-o¤ theory.

Corollary 1 Investment and the dollar value of new debt issues are independent of ct. The higher ct,

the lower debt ratios such as bt=ct and bt=Vt .

However, the stationary setting cannot address other empirical regularities: It cannot explain the

investment-cash �ow correlation, as an increase in ct has no e¤ect on investment, nor the evidence that

more pro�table �rms issue more debt (McKie-Mason, 1991, Gordon and Lee, 1999). This last regularity,

which is widely perceived as consistent with the static trade-o¤ theory, requires auto-correlation in

pro�tability that generates dynamics in investment and leverage decisions. We now turn to this richer

setting.
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4 Output Prices and The Dynamic Trade-O¤Theory

We now allow the output prices to follow the Markov chain described in section 2. This creates a source

of dynamics in investment and leverage.

Proposition 4 Investment and leverage vary with the past realization of the output price. The value

function can be written

V (pl; 0) =
1

rf (1� Tc)
�
(1 + rf (1� Tc))(�ils + h(ils)) + f l(ils)

�
V (ph; 0) = �ihs + �sf l(ihs) + h(ihs) + 1

rf (1� Tc)
�
�ils + �sf l(ils) + h(ils)

�
when the �rm chooses safe debt in both states,

V (pl; 0) =
1

1� �s�lr
h
�ilr + �lr[fh(ilr)� ihs + �sf l(ihs) + h(ihs)]

i
V (ph; 0) = �ihs + �sf l(ihs) + h(ihs) + �s

1� �s�lr
h
�ilr + �lr[fh(ilr)� ihs + �sf l(ihs) + h(ihs)]

i
if the �rm chooses safe debt in the high state and risky debt in the low state

V (pl; 0) =
1

1� �s
�
�ils + �sf l(ils) + h(ils)

�
V (ph; 0) =

1

1� �hr
h
�ihr + �hrfh(ihr)

i
(20)

when the �rm chooses safe debt in the low state and risky debt in the high space, and

V (pl; 0) = �ilr + �lrfh(ilr) + �lr

1� �hr
h
�ihr + �hrfh(ihr)

i
V (ph; 0) =

1

1� �hr
h
�ihr + �hrfh(ihr)

i
Again, inherited cash does not a¤ect investment and capital structure decisions, and the value of

equity equals the value of assets in place plus the present value of growth options. Within a regime,

every dollar of cash inherited increases the dividend (or decreases the equity issue) by one dollar. The

dynamics in investment and leverage are entirely driven by output prices.

Investment depends not only on leverage, but also on the realization of the output price, as output

price autocorrelation implies that the past realization has an impact on the probability of drawing a

high output price next. This implies that there is a positive correlation between cash �ow (and thus

pro�tability and inherited leverage ratios) and investment, that is essentially driven by output price
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dynamics. This is consistent with (numerical) results in Gomes (2001) and Alti (2002) that document

investment/cash �ow correlations in the absence of �nancing frictions.

Corollary 2 When corporate taxes and bankruptcy costs are the only market frictions�capital structure

is mean-reverting, but �nancial decisions exhibit no persistence. They have no long-lasting consequences.

Strictly speaking the trade-o¤ theory, where corporate taxes and bankruptcy costs are the only

market frictions, is not su¢ cient to explain persistence of �nancial structure. Other market frictions,

such as security underwriting costs (possibly including agency costs) or frictions in the second-hand

market for physical assets, are required.

Proposition 5 After a high realization of the output price, the �rm chooses a debt level brt and/or b
s
t

that is higher than the one chosen after a low realization of the output price in three out of four regions.

Debt ratios bt=ct and bt=V weakly decrease in three out of four regions.

This result is highly consistent with McKie-Mason (1991), as well as Fama and French (2000). If

we interpret high output price as good times, the dollar value of new debt issues appears to move

together with the business cycle in a wide range of cases. Yet, debt issues may not be monotonic in �.

This is consistent with empirical evidence (Korajczyk and Levy, 2003), with the caveat that a negative

relationship between leverage and the business cycle need not be related to �nancial constraints. Our

model is su¢ cient to generate partial dividend smoothing.

Examination of the ranges of parameter values under which the �rm will choose one regime over the

others (to be completed). Comparative statics with �; ph; pl; k; and Tc:

5 Applications and Extensions (Preliminary)

5.1 Cash

Throughout the model, we have interpreted bs as safe debt. We did not distinguish between positive

bs, i.e. net debt liabilities, and negative bs, that can be interpreted as precautionary cash when pl < 0.

A consequence of our analysis is that �rms may be tempted to keep precautionary savings in order to

remain �nancially solvent in case they make a loss (e.g. after a negative realization of the output price).

Our analysis implies that this incentive for precautionary savings increases with cash �ow volatility,

decreases with bankruptcy costs, and is non monotonic in the corporate tax rate.
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5.2 Capital Accumulation

Capital accumulation provides one channel of persistence of capital structure that has been perhaps

overlooked in previous research. We investigate this by considering capital accumulation where capital

depreciates fully with probability � and does not depreciate with probability 1��.

5.3 Equity underwriting cost: Combining the Trade-O¤ Theory and the
Pecking-Order Theory

Given that the �rm has limited access to internal �nance and cheap riskfree debt in each period, these

existing claims also act as a tax on current investment decisions since they use some of the �rm�s

capacity to �nance current investment with internal cash and with riskfree debt. As a consequence,

�rms must �nance investment with more expensive securities, namely risky debt or equity. Given that

these securities are more costly, the �rm invests less.

In this section, we discuss the case where there is a direct cost of issuing equity, u. Speci�cally, when

the �rm issues new equity et > 0, a fraction uet is dissipated. Thus the �rm gets an amount (1�u)et.This

cost u > 0 re�ects the direct costs associated with equity issues such as underwriter fees.16 This cost is

tax-deductible, so that the only e¤ect of u on Vt(ct) is an additional term �(1� Tc)umaxfet; 0g.

An equity underwriting cost may create dynamics in investment and leverage decisions that may

also lead to both a positive correlation between cash �ow and investment and a negative correlation

between pro�tability and leverage. The reason is that due to the repeated nature of the problem there

is an endogenous �nancing constraint. Since issuing equity is now more costly than using internal funds,

the equity underwriting cost creates a further incentive to retain cash.

Proposition 6 The �rm only issues equity when (i) ct is not large enough to �nance ist with internal

funds and safe debt, and (ii) the equiy underwriting cost is small enough, and the bankruptcy costs are

large enough relative to additional tax gains from issuing risky debt.

When a desired level of investment cannot be entirely �nanced with internal funds and safe debt, the

�rm can �nance the �rm can issue either risky debt or equity together with safe debt. When investment

is �nanced with an equity issue, the equity underwriting cost makes �nancing more costly. Hence, this
16 It can also be interpreted as a black box representation of various indirect costs, such as those associated with the

drop in stock prices at the announcement of equity issues. Underwriting costs are not usually included in statements of of
the static trade-o¤ theory, and these issuing costs do not a¤ect our qualitative e¤ects. We include them because empirical
evidence such as Eckbo and Masulis (1992, 1995), show that these are quantitatively large. Thus they may be signi�cant
for the quantitative assessment of the theory. They may be big enough to have a �rst-order e¤ect empirically.
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investment is lower than unconstrained investment �nanced by safe debt. If issuing a combination of

safe debt and equity is more costly than issuing safe debt only, then the �rm may issue either safe debt

plus equity or risky debt. This leads to a lower investment than if the �rm could have been �nanced

with internal funds and safe debt. When investment requires either risky debt or safe debt plus equity

�nancing, the �rm issues the cheaper set of securities. Risky debt allows the �rm to bene�t from more

tax shield and does not require to pay an issuing cost, but it makes the �rm�s existing assets subject to

a default risk. On the other hand, equity requires to pay an issuing cost and it does not provide a tax

shield apart from that reducing the issuing cost, but it allows the �rm to bene�t from the tax shield

and the low cost of safe debt without making it subject to a default risk. Since the bankruptcy cost is

on all assets, a higher need for risky debt or equity favors risky debt.

This equity underwriting cost is su¢ cient to combine a dynamic version of the static tradeo¤ theory

and a pecking order theory based on simple transactions cost: When the equity underwriting cost is

large enough or when bankruptcy costs on all assets of the �rm are small enough, the �rm issues safe

or risky debt to �nance its investment. When the desired iivestment with safe debt cannot be �nanced

with internal funds and safe debt, an equity issue occurs only when risky debt is too costly. In this

setting, the trade-o¤ theory applies in states in which investment needs are limited compared to internal

funds and safe debt capacity, i.e. when �rms are pro�table enough or when cash �ows are not too

volatile. The pecking order applies when investment needs are large relative to internal funds and safe

debt capacity, that is when the �rm generates low cash �ows relative to investment needs, when it has

signi�cant assets, and when cash �ows are more volatile. This simple model then illustrates in a simple

fashion that the same �rm may choose a capital structure based on a tradeo¤ theory in some states and

on the peckiig order theory in other states. This implies that the trade-o¤ theory and the pecking order

theory are complements rather than substitutes.

6 Concluding Remarks

This paper has developed a tractable model of dynamic capital structure with real investment. Although

such models are needed to estimate quantitatively the qualitative e¤ects analyzed in the corporate �nance

literature, they have been relatively overlooked in corporate �nance, prompting theories and empirical

tests to remain far from each other. Our model appears to be simple enough to be later combined
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with, and to provide a quantitative measure of, traditional agency-theoretic corporate �nance e¤ects.

Although we restricted our attention to the standard tradeo¤ between tax shields and bankruptcy costs,

and the e¤ects that these have on real investment decisions, further developments could include and

estimate more sophisticated features.

In particular, risk aversion may arguably generate lower debt ratios than our model with risk-neutral

investors. For instance, �rms�low leverage may be due to the fact that managers see their environment

as more uncertain than what is actually observed from past output prices. In addition, deviations from

absolute priority that may lead to strategic default and debt with di¤erent maturities may also both

provide useful further developments.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Proof of Proposition 1

We consider the �nite-horizon model, and we prove this result by backward induction. We then let the

horizon T tend to in�nity.

We �rst show that the result holds for t = T . We then assume that for any t+1 � T; it+1 = [�p]
1

1� ,

bt+1 = b
max
t+1 , and dt+2; :::dT = 0, and we show that period t � T � 1 decisions follow the same pattern.

� The result holds for t = T

Since there is no uncertainty, cT+1 = (1 � Tc)piT + TciT � [1 + rf (1 � Tc)]bT , and the objective

function in period T can be written

VT (cT ) = max
(iT ;bT )

cT � iT + bT + � f(1� Tc)piT + TciT � [1 + rf (1� Tc)]bT g (21)

The derivative with respect to bT is positive. The �rm can promise up to all future cash �ows to the

creditors and bene�t from tax shields without facing any bankruptcy risk. This further implies that

there is no point issuing equity. The maximum amount of debt issued satis�es (1�Tc)piT +TciT � [1+

rf (1� Tc)]bmaxT = 0. The objective can be rewritten

max
iT

cT � iT + �s[(1� Tc)piT + TciT ].

The �rst order condition is �1 + (1�Tc)pi�1T +Tc
[1+rf (1�Tc)] = 0; This implies

iT = [�p]
1

1�

bT = �
s[(1� Tc)piT + TciT ]

�eT = cT � iT + �s[(1� Tc)piT + TciT ]

�eT+1 = 0

� Assume that for any t + 1 � T; it+1 = [�p]
1

1� , bt+1 = bmaxt+1 , and dt+1; :::; dT = 0. Proof that

period t � T � 1 decisions follow the same pattern.

Here again, it is clear that there is no point issuing equity because debt provides the �rm with a tax

shield and the �rm can be all debt �nanced without facing any bankruptcy cost. The �rm�s objective

function boils down to
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max
it;bt

ct � it + bt + �[(1� Tc)pit + Tcit � (1 + rf (1� Tc))bt � it+1 + bt+1] + �2Vt+2(ct+2)

The derivative with respect to bt is �rfTc > 0: The maximum amount of debt bst is such that

[1 + rf (1� Tc)]bst = (1� Tc)pi

t + Tcit � [�p]

1
1� + bt+1. Substituting bt in the objective function and

derivating with respect to the investment, we obtain it = [�p]
1

1� and

bt = b
max
t = �s[(1� Tc)[p[�p]


1� � [�p]

1
1� ] + bt+1]

= �s
[p[�p]


1� � [�p]

1
1� ][1� �s (T�t)]

rf
+ �s[�(T+1�t)] [(1� Tc)pi + Tci]

dt = ct � [�p]
1

1� + bt:

dt+1 = 0

Hence, b1 = bmax1 , d2 = 0, and d1 = c1� [�p]
1

1� +bmax1 . When T tends to in�nity, uniform convergence

guarantees that bmaxt = �s[p[�p]


1� �[�p]
1

1� ]
rf

, while investment and dividends are unchanged. QED.

7.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Again, we prove this Proposition by solving the �nite horizon model by backward induction, and by

taking the limit.

7.2.1 Period T Decisions

To determine period T decisions, �rst consider time T + 1, the terminal date of the model. The value

of equity VT+1(cT+1) (i.e. the payo¤ to the equity-holders) is

VT+1(c
l
T+1) = (1� Tc)pliT + TciT � [1 + rf (1� Tc)]bT (22)

VT+1(c
h
T+1) = (1� Tc)phiT + TciT �

�
[1 + rf (1� Tc)]bT if bT � bsT
[1 + rT (1� Tc)]bT if bsT < bT � bhT

(23)

Equations (22) and (23) imply that bsT (iT ) = �sf l(iT ) and bsT (iT ) = �rfh(iT ). The �rm chooses

investment and debt issue (iT ; bT ) that solves the following maximization problem

VT (cT ) = max
(iT ;bT )

cT � iT + bT + �fbT�bsT g� f(1� Tc)(�ph + (1� �)pl)i

T + TciT � (1 + rf (1� Tc))bT g

+�fbT>bsT g�� f(1� Tc)phi

T + TciT � [1 + rT (1� Tc)]bT g
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Substituting rT with (8) into (23), we can write the �nal dividend with risky debt in the high state:

VT (c
h
T ) = (1� Tc)

�
ph +

(1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)
�

pl

�
iT +

�
1 +

(1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)
�

�
TciT (24)

�
�
�Tc + (1� Tc)(1 + rf )

�

�
bT

The upper bound on the risky debt that guarantees no default in the high state is such that (1 +

rT )b
r
T = a

h
T+1: This implies that b

r
T (iT ) = �

c
T g(iT ), where

17

�cT =
1

[1 + rf (1� Tc)� (1� �)Tc]
(25)

gT (iT ) = (1� Tc) [�ph + (1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)pl] iT + [�+ (1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)]TciT (26)

Hence, the objective in period T can be rewritten:

VT (cT ) = max
(iT ;bT )

cT � iT + bT + �fbT�bsT g� f(1� Tc)(�ph + (1� �pl)i

T + TciT � (1 + rf (1� Tc))bT g (27)

+�fbT>bsT g�

�
(1� Tc) [�ph + (1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)pl] iT + [�+ (1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)]TciT
� [�Tc + (1� Tc)(1 + rf )] bT

�
The derivative with respect to bT equals �Tc

n
�fbT�bsT grf + �fbT>bsT g frf + 1� �g

o
> 0. The objective

is increasing in bT in both ranges of safe and risky debt, so that we can rewrite the market value of

equity as follows:

VT (cT ) = max
iT

cT � iT + �fbT�bsT g
�
�sf l(iT ) + �(1� Tc)�(ph � pl)iT

	
+ �fbT>bsT g f�

cg(iT )g (28)

The �rst-order condition can be written

�fbT�bsT g

n
�s
h
(1� Tc)pli�1T + Tc

i
+ �(1� Tc)�(ph � pl)i�1T

o
(29)

+�fbT>bsT g�
c
n
(1� Tc) [�ph + (1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)pl] i�1T + [�+ (1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)]Tc

o
� 1 = 0

For the sake of exposition, we now describe separately the cases of safe debt and risky debt. We

then compare the equity values under both regimes.

17We focus on the non-trivial case where k is small enough to ensure that the maximum amount of risky debt is higher
than bsT (i

s
T ). Otherwise, the �rm never issues risky debt.
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� Safe debt:

The investment solves for

isT = f� [pl + (1� �rfTc)�(ph � pl)]g
1

1� (30)

This leads to

bsT (i
s
T ) = �

s [(1� Tc)plis T + Tci
s
T ]

�eT = cT � isT + bsT (isT )

�eT+1(ph) = (1� Tc)(ph � pl)is T ; � eT+1(pl) = 0

:

� Risky debt:

The �rst order condition can be written

(1�Tc) [�ph + (1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)pl] i�1T = 1+rf (1�Tc)�Tc(1��)�[�+ (1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)]Tc

(31)

This implies

irT =

�

[�ph + (1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)pl]
(1 + rf )� (1� �)(1� k)Tc

� 1
1�

(32)

brT (i
r
T ) =

(1� Tc) [�ph + (1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)pl] ir T + [�+ (1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)]TcirT
[1 + rf (1� Tc)� Tc(1� �)]

(33)

�eT = cT � irT + brT (irT ) (34)

�eT+1(pT+1) = 0 (35)

Finally, VT (cT ) = cT +maxf�isT + �
sf l(isT ) + ��(1� Tc)(ph � pl)i

s 
T ;�irT + �

cg(iT )g = cT + VT (0).
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7.2.2 Period t � T

From above, the results hold for t = T , and we can write the objective in period T � 1 as

VT�1(cT�1) = max
(iT�1;bT�1)

cT�1� iT�1+ bT�1+ �

8>><>>:
�fbT�1�bsT�1g[�f

h(iT�1) + (1� �)f l(iT�1)
+VT (0)� [1 + rf (1� Tc)]bT�1]

+�fbsT�1<bT�1�bhT�1g�[f
h(iT�1) + VT (0)

�[1 + rT�1(1� Tc)]bT�1]

9>>=>>; (36)

Investment and leverage decisions, iT�1 and bT�1, are independent of cT�1. Proceding in period T � 1,

and any other t � T , as in period T , it is clear that investment equals either isT = is or irT = ir.

Denoting h(is) = ��(1� Tc)(ph � pl)is  , we can write leverage as follows

bsT�1(i
s) = �s

�
f l(is) + maxf�is + �sf l(is) + h(is);�ir + �rfh(ir)g

�
brT�1(i

r) = �r
�
fh(is) + maxf�is + �sf l(is) + h(is);�ir + �rf l(is)g

�
This leads to

VT�1(cT�1) = cT�1 +maxf�is + bsT�1 + h(is);�ir + brT�1g

= cT�1 +maxf(1 + �s)[�is + h(is) + �sf l(is)];�is + h(is) + �sf l(is) + �s[�ir + �rfh(ir)];

�ir + �rfh(ir) + �r[�is + �sf l(is) + �rfh(is)]; (1 + �r)[�ir + �rfh(ir)]g

When �is+�sf l(is)+h(is) < �ir+�cg(ir), as �c > �s, VT�1(cT�1) = cT�1+(1+�c)[�ir+�cg(ir)].

Proceding similarly with t � T �1, we obtain that the �rm invests ir and issue the maximum amount of

risky debt in all periods, and that V1(c1) = c1 +
(1��cT )
(1��c) [�i

r + �cg(ir)]. On the other hand, the market

value of equity of a �rm that chooses to issue safe debt in all periods is V1(c1) = c1 +
(1��s T )
(1��s) [�i

s +

h(is) + �sf l(is)]. It is easy to check that (1) once a �rm chooses safe debt, this implies that safe debt

is the best choice in all subsequent periods, (2) the �rm can start with risky debt, and then move on to

use safe debt as t gets closer to _T , (3) with safe debt, the �rm pays out regular dividends (1 + rf )h(is)

(resp 0) after high (resp low) realizations of the output price, and (4) with risky debt, the �rm �rst pays

out a dividend equal to the market value of equity and then 0.

7.3 Proof of Proposition 3

Investment irT is higher than i
s
T if, and only if,
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[1� �(1� �)(1� k)Tc] [pl + (1� �rfTc)�(ph � pl)] < �ph + (1� Tc)(1� �)(1� k)pl

This can be rewritten

frf + (1� �)(1� k)(1� �rfTc)g ��Tc(ph � pl)� [�rfTc + k(1� �rfTc)] (1� �)pl > 0

This inequality satis�ed when �(ph � pl) > [�rfTc+k(1��rfTc)](1��)pl
�Tcfrf+(1��)(1�k)(1��rfTc)g . It is never satis�ed when

�! 0, always satis�ed when �! 1. The function

C(�; pl; ph; Tc; k) = frf + (1� �)(1� k)(1� �rfTc)g ��Tc(ph � pl)� [�rfTc + k(1� �rfTc)] (1� �)pl

decreases in pl and k, increases in ph�pl, and its derivatives with respect to � and Tc can be written

C�(�; pl; ph; Tc; k) = [rf + (1� 2�)(1� k)(1� �rfTc)] �Tc(ph � pl) + [�rfTc + k(1� �rfTc)] pl

CTc(�; pl; ph; Tc; k) = frf + (1� �)(1� k)(1� 2�rfTc)g ��(ph � pl)� �rf (1� k)(1� �)pl

C� decreases with � and it is positive when � < 1
2 +

k(1��rfTc)pl+�rfTcph
2(1�k)(1��rfTc)�Tc(ph�pl) , while CTcdecreases in

Tc and it is positive when Tc < 1
2�rf

+
rf [�(ph�pl)�(1�k)(1��)pl]

2�(1��)(1�k)(ph�pl) : QED

7.4 Proof of Proposition 4

It is easy to show that:

1. Investment only depends on the past realization of the output price and on the debt level chosen,

and that it can only take values is(pj) if the �rm issues safe debt in state pj and ir(pj) if the �rm

issues risky debt in state pj ,

2. Safe debt and risky debt satisfy bjs(ijs) = �s[f l(ijs)+V (pl; 0)] and bjr(ijr) = �
c[g(ijr)+V (ph; 0)],

respectively,

3. The market value of equity satis�es V (pj ; cj) = cj + V (pj ; 0):

Using a contraction mapping argument, V (pj ; 0) satis�es

V (pj ; 0) = �

�
�fb�bjsg[�ijs + bjs(pj) + �jV (ph; ch) + (1� �j)V (pl; cl)]

+�fbjs<b�bjhg�
j [�ijr + bjr(pj) + V (ph; ch)]

�
and there exists a unique solution for each of 4 possible cases:
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� Take on safe debt after both realizations of the output price.

This case arises when

[�ijs + bjs(pj) + �jV (ph; ch) + (1� �j)V (pl; cl)] > �j [�ijr + bjr(pj) + V (ph; ch)], j = l; h

that is

[�ijs + �s[f l(ijs) + V (pl; 0)] + h(ijs) > �j [�ijr + �jc[g(ijr) + V (ph; 0)]]

The value of the �rm satis�es

V (pl; 0) = �ils + �s[f l(ils) + V (pl; 0)] + h(ils)

V (ph; 0) = �ihs + �s[f l(ihs) + V (pl; 0)] + h(ihs)

This solves for

V (pl; 0) =
1

rf (1� Tc)
�
(1 + rf (1� Tc))(�ils + h(ils)) + f l(ils)

�
V (ph; 0) = �ihs + �sf l(ihs) + h(ihs) + 1

rf (1� Tc)
�
�ils + �sf l(ils) + h(ils)

�
� Take on risky debt in the low state and safe debt in the high state

This case arises when

[�ils + bls(pl) + �lV (ph; ch) + (1� �l)V (pl; cl)] < �l[�ilr + blr(pl) + V (ph; ch)]

[�ihs + bhs(ph) + �hV (ph; ch) + (1� �h)V (pl; cl)] > �h[�ihr + bhr(ph) + V (ph; ch)]

The value of the �rm satis�es

V (pl; 0) = �ilr + �lr[fh(ilr) + V (ph; 0)]

V (ph; 0) = �ihs + �s[f l(ihs) + V (pl; 0)] + h(ihs)
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This solves for

V (pl; 0) =
1

1� �s�lr
h
�ilr + �lr[fh(ilr)� ihs + �sf l(ihs) + h(ihs)]

i
V (ph; 0) = �ihs + �sf l(ihs) + h(ihs) + �s

1� �s�lr
h
�ilr + �lr[fh(ilr)� ihs + �sf l(ihs) + h(ihs)]

i
� Take on safe debt in the low state and risky debt in the high state

This case arises when

[�ils + bls(pl) + �lV (ph; ch) + (1� �l)V (pl; cl)] > �l[�ilr + blr(pl) + V (ph; ch)]

[�ihs + bhs(ph) + �hV (ph; ch) + (1� �h)V (pl; cl)] < �h[�ihr + bhr(ph) + V (ph; ch)]

The value of the �rm satis�es

V (pl; 0) = �ils + �s[f l(ils) + V (pl; 0)] + h(ils)

V (ph; 0) = �ihr + �hr[fh(ihr) + V (ph; 0)]

This solves for

V (pl; 0) =
1

1� �s
�
�ils + �sf l(ils) + h(ils)

�
V (ph; 0) =

1

1� �hr
h
�ihr + �hrfh(ihr)

i
(37)

� Take on risky debt in both realizations of the output price

This case arises when

[�ijs + bjs(pj) + �jV (ph; ch) + (1� �j)V (pl; cl)] < �j [�ijr + bjr(pj) + V (ph; ch)]

The value of the �rm satis�es

V (pl; 0) = �ilr + �lr[fh(ilr) + V (ph; 0)]

V (ph; 0) = �ihr + �hr[fh(ihr) + V (ph; 0)]
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This solves for

V (pl; 0) = �ilr + �lrfh(ilr) + �lr

1� �hr
h
�ihr + �hrfh(ihr)

i
V (ph; 0) =

1

1� �hr
h
�ihr + �hrfh(ihr)

i
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